
Unlocking the Brilliance: Notes on The Writing
of Gentleman Guide to Love and Murder

"Gentleman Guide to Love and Murder," a masterpiece that has captivated
theater enthusiasts across the globe, unravels a tale of wit, comedy, and murder
set in the Edwardian era. The success of this theatrical gem lies in its meticulous
writing, brought to life by Robert L. Freedman and Steven Lutvak. In this article,
we dive deep into the behind-the-scenes process, offering a glimpse into the
creation of "Gentleman Guide to Love and Murder." Prepare to be enthralled by
the secrets and inspirations behind the literary prowess that makes this musical a
true work of art.
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A Theatrical Symphony of Words

The art of writing a musical is akin to composing a symphony, harmonizing
dialogue, lyrics, and melodies. "Gentleman Guide to Love and Murder"
orchestrates this symphony flawlessly, thanks to the combined efforts of
Freedman and Lutvak. The duo's collaboration began with a shared vision to
create a production that would transport audiences to the heart of the Edwardian
era.
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Research became an integral part of the writing process, with exhaustive
exploration of the era's social norms, etiquette, and language. This attention to
historical accuracy enabled the writers to infuse the musical with real-life details,
creating a believable backdrop for the characters to flourish.

The Birth of Characters

Central to any story are its characters, and "Gentleman Guide to Love and
Murder" introduces a cast of vibrant and unforgettable personalities. Monty
Navarro, the charming protagonist, comes alive through Freedman's pen, while
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Lutvak's lyrics breathe life into all the supporting individuals, such as Sibella
Hallward and Phoebe D'Ysquith.

The process of character development involved not only research but also a deep
understanding of the human psyche. Each character was meticulously crafted,
allowing the audience to both relate to their struggles and revel in their many
eccentricities. The writers used their keen observation of human behavior to add
layers of depth to each persona, ensuring a rich and engaging experience for the
viewers.

A Melodic Journey

With any musical, the crafting of music and lyrics plays a pivotal role in bringing
the story to life. Lutvak's melodies effortlessly intertwine with Freedman's words,
resulting in an enchanting auditory experience that resonates long after the
curtains close.

The musical numbers in "Gentleman Guide to Love and Murder" showcase
Lutvak's brilliance, as he masterfully weaves his lyrics with captivating melodies.
The songs not only further character development but also serve as vessels for
emotions, be it love, envy, or pure joy. From the hilarious "I Don't Understand the
Poor" to the heart-wrenching "Sibella," the musical score possesses an
extraordinary range, captivating the audience and immersing them into the
characters' world.

An Unexpected Journey to Success

"Gentleman Guide to Love and Murder" took the theater world by storm,
surprising audiences and critics alike. Its witty writing, innovative storytelling, and
mesmerizing music propelled the show to accolades, including multiple Tony
Awards. The success of the musical can be attributed to the fusion of different



elements, harmonized seamlessly by Freedman and Lutvak's collaborative
genius.

From initial drafts and rewrites to the final masterpiece, every step in the writing
process contributed to the final result. The amount of detail and dedication put
into each scene and musical number ensured that "Gentleman Guide to Love and
Murder" would resonate with audiences worldwide.

An Enduring Legacy

The impact of "Gentleman Guide to Love and Murder" stretches far beyond its
original Broadway run. Applause Books recognized the significance of this
theatrical gem and documented its journey. Readers can now delve into the
intricate web of words and melodies with "Notes on The Writing of Gentleman
Guide to Love and Murder," offering a rare glimpse into the creative process of
this masterpiece.

The book, a collaboration between Freedman, Lutvak, and the theater writer
James Magruder, presents an intimate account of the challenges, triumphs, and
inspirations that shaped the writing of the musical. It serves as a testament to the
genius minds behind the show, providing invaluable insights to aspiring writers
and theater enthusiasts.

The Journey Continues

As we celebrate the brilliance of "Gentleman Guide to Love and Murder", we
eagerly anticipate the future projects of Freedman and Lutvak. Their collective
genius has left an indelible mark on the world of musical theater, and we can't
wait to witness what they create next.



So, sit back, immerse yourself in "Gentleman Guide to Love and Murder" once
again, and let the melodic symphony of words transport you to a world of comedy,
love, and murder.
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The most frequently asked question about writing musicals is, "Which comes first,
the music or the lyrics?" As anyone on Broadway will tell you, the answer is, "The
book." Tony-winning book writer Robert L. Freedman takes you through the
process of writing a new musical, including story structure, song placement,
dialogue, character development, and more that led to the creation of A
Gentleman's Guide to Love and Murder, the 2014 Best Musical Tony winner. With
candor and insight, Freedman describes the challenging and rewarding growing
pains of what the critics called "Hilarious!" and "Ingenious!" and said "Ranks
among the most inspired and entertaining new musical comedies I've seen in
years."
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